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Abstract
We present the library Collier for the numerical evaluation of one-loop
scalar and tensor integrals in perturbative relativistic quantum field theo-
ries. The code provides numerical results for arbitrary tensor and scalar
integrals for scattering processes in general quantum field theories. For ten-
sor integrals either the coefficients in a covariant decomposition or the tensor
components themselves are provided. Collier supports complex masses,
which are needed in calculations involving unstable particles. Ultraviolet
and infrared singularities are treated in dimensional regularization. For soft
and collinear singularities mass regularization is available as an alternative.
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1. Introduction
The exploitation of experiments at high-energy colliders like the LHC
heavily relies on theoretical predictions for scattering processes within quan-
tum field theories, which are basically evaluated within perturbation theory.
Next-to-leading-order (NLO) perturbative corrections of the strong interac-
tion are a crucial ingredient for decent predictions, but also NLO electroweak
corrections are required in many cases (see, for instance, Refs. [1, 2]).
In the calculation of NLO QCD corrections huge progress has been made
in recent years (see e.g. Refs. [1–5]), and automated tools have become avail-
able such as Blackhat [6], NGluon [7], HELAC-NLO [8], GoSam [9],
and MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [10]. For the calculation of the one-loop
matrix elements different approaches have been developed and implemented
like CutTools [11], HELAC-1LOOP [12], Samurai [13], Madloop [14],
OpenLoops [15], or Recola [16]. Electroweak NLO corrections, whose
automation for multi-leg computations started with the development of the
recursive generator Recola [16], have recently been implemented also in
MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [17, 18] and OpenLoops [19, 20]. Finally, the
packages FeynArts [21], FeynCalc [22, 23], and FormCalc [24–26] pro-
vide flexible tools to evaluate NLO amplitudes within and beyond the Stan-
dard Model, with more emphasis on generality than on high multiplicities.
The great progress in the evaluation of multi-leg one-loop amplitudes
was triggered both by systematic improvements in the traditional Feynman-
diagrammatic approach and by the development of new field-theoretical tech-
niques based on generalized unitarity relations. In the latter approaches [27–
33], one-loop amplitudes are directly expressed in terms of scalar integrals.
The direct reduction of the amplitude to the fixed set of scalar integrals leads
to numerical problems in specific regions of phase space, which are usually
overcome by resorting to quadruple precision in the numerical calculation.
The Feynman-diagrammatic approach and also the recent recursive meth-
ods [15, 16, 34] instead rely on tensor integrals. This allows to adapt the
reduction method to the respective region of phase space, and an optimal
choice avoids numerical instabilities to a large extent. The Collier library
presented here represents a comprehensive tool for the evaluation of scalar
and tensor integrals that is applicable in either of the two complementary
types of approaches.
The reduction of tensor integrals to a small set of basic integrals goes
back to Brown and Feynman [35], Melrose [36], and Passarino and Velt-
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man [37]. Over the decades, the methods have been refined and improved by
various authors [38–51]. The complete set of reduction methods presented in
Refs. [43, 50] serves as the basis of the code Collier.
Eventually, the reduction of tensor integrals leads to a set of scalar inte-
grals, which were systematically investigated for the first time in Ref. [52] by
’t Hooft and Veltman. Subsequently, results were published for specific IR-
singular cases both in mass and dimensional regularization [40, 53, 54], and a
simplified result for the general 4-point function with real masses was derived
[55]. For processes with unstable particles, in particular in the complex-mass
scheme [56, 57], expressions valid for complex masses of internal particles are
required. A corresponding code for the regular 4-point function has been
published in Ref. [58]. More compact results for the general scalar 4-point
function with complex masses were presented in Ref. [59], where results for
all relevant (regular and IR-singular) cases in scattering processes, both in
mass and dimensional regularization, have been presented. These results
have been encoded in Collier, while the expressions implemented for the
scalar 2- and 3-point functions are based on Refs. [45, 52].
Several integral libraries are already available for the calculation of one-
loop scalar and tensor integrals: FF [60], LoopTools [24], QCDLoop [61],
OneLOop [62], Golem95C [63], PJFry [51], and Package-X [64]. The
Collier library presented here includes the complete set of tensor integrals
necessary for processes with complex masses with no a-priori restriction on
the number of external particles.
Collier has been developed and applied in the course of several cutting
edge NLO QCD + electroweak calculations to scattering processes, com-
prising for instance e+e− → WW → 4 fermions [57, 65], H → WW/ZZ →
4 fermions [66, 67], pp → tt¯bb¯ [68–71], pp → WWbb¯ [72–74], pp → 2ℓ+≤2j
[20, 75], pp → WW → 4ℓ in double-pole approximation [76], pp → W+≤3j
[19], pp → tt¯jj [77], pp → WWbb¯H [78], pp → µ+µ−e+e− [79], and various
applications with lower multiplicities in the final state. The code has also
been used to calculate one-loop amplitudes in NNLO calculations [80–82],
where the evaluation of one-loop integrals for collinear and/or soft external
momenta is required. It is further integrated in the NLO generators Open-
Loops [15] and Recola [16].
This article is organized as follows: After setting the relevant conven-
tions used by Collier in Section 2, we outline the methodology applied to
calculate the tensor integrals in Section 3. Section 4 describes the internal
structure of the Collier library and Section 5 its actual usage. Our con-
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clusions are given in Section 6. Finally, Appendix A provides some further
details on the kinematical input used to define one-loop integrals.
2. Conventions
We consistently use the conventions of Refs. [50, 59]. The methods used
for the reduction of tensor integrals have been described in Refs. [43, 50],
while the implemented results for the scalar 4-point functions can be found
in Ref. [59], those for the scalar 1-, 2-, and 3-point functions are based on
Refs. [45, 52].
In D dimensions, one-loop tensor N -point integrals have the general form
TN,µ1...µP (p1, . . . , pN−1, m0, . . . , mN−1) =
(2πµ)4−D
iπ2
∫
dDq
qµ1 · · · qµP
N0N1 . . . NN−1
(1)
with the denominator factors
Nk = (q + pk)
2 −m2k + iǫ, k = 0, . . . , N − 1, p0 = 0, (2)
where iǫ (ǫ > 0) is an infinitesimally small imaginary part. For P = 0, i.e.
with a factor 1 instead of integration momenta in the numerator of the loop
integral, (1) defines the scalar N -point integral TN0 . Following the notation
of Ref. [52], we set T 1 = A, T 2 = B, T 3 = C, T 4 = D, T 5 = E, T 6 = F, and
T 7 = G.
In order to be able to write down tensor decompositions in a concise way,
we use a notation for the basic tensor structures in which curly brackets de-
note symmetrization with respect to Lorentz indices in such a way that all
non-equivalent permutations of the Lorentz indices on metric tensors g and a
generic momentum p contribute with weight one. In covariants with np mo-
menta p
µj
ij
(j = 1, . . . , np) only one representative out of the np! permutations
of the indices ij is kept. Thus, we have for example
{p . . . p}µ1...µPi1...iP = p
µ1
i1
. . . pµPiP ,
{gp}µνρi1 = g
µνpρi1 + g
νρpµi1 + g
µρpνi1,
{gpp}µνρσi1i2 = g
µνpρi1p
σ
i2
+ gµρpσi1p
ν
i2
+ gµσpνi1p
ρ
i2
+ gνρpσi1p
µ
i2
+ gρσpνi1p
µ
i2
+ gνσpρi1p
µ
i2
,
{gg}µνρσ = gµνgρσ + gµσgνρ + gµρgνσ. (3)
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These basic tensor structures can be recursively defined according to
{p . . . p}µ1...µPi1...iP = p
µ1
i1
. . . pµPiP , (4)
{g . . . g︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
p . . . p}µ1...µPi2n+1...iP =
1
n
P∑
k,l=1
k<l
gµkµl{g . . . g︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−1
p . . . p}
µ1...µk−1µk+1...µl−1µl+1...µP
i2n+1...iP
.
We decompose the general tensor integral into Lorentz-covariant struc-
tures as
TN,µ1...µP =
[P2 ]∑
n=0
N−1∑
i2n+1,...,iP=1
{g . . . g︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
p . . . p}µ1...µPi2n+1...iP T
N
0...0︸︷︷︸
2n
i2n+1...iP
=
N−1∑
i1,...,iP=1
pµ1i1 . . . p
µP
iP
TNi1...iP +
N−1∑
i3,...,iP=1
{gp . . . p}µ1...µPi3...iP T
N
00i3...iP
+
N−1∑
i5,...,iP=1
{ggp . . . p}µ1...µPi5...iP T
N
0000i5...iP
+ . . .
+


N−1∑
iP=1
{g . . . gp}µ1...µPiP T
N
0...0︸︷︷︸
P−1
iP
, for P odd,
{g . . . g}µ1...µPTN0...0︸︷︷︸
P
, for P even,
(5)
where [P/2] is the largest integer number smaller or equal to P/2. For each
metric tensor in the Lorentz-covariant tensor structure, the corresponding
coefficient carries an index pair “00” and for each momentum pir it carries
the corresponding index ir. By definition, the tensor coefficients T
N
i1...iP
are
totally symmetric in the indices i1, . . . , iP .
For tensor integrals up to rank six, the decompositions more explicitly
read
TN,µ =
N−1∑
i1=1
pµi1T
N
i1
, TN,µν =
N−1∑
i1,i2=1
pµi1p
ν
i2
TNi1i2 + g
µνTN00 ,
TN,µνρ =
N−1∑
i1,i2,i3=1
pµi1p
ν
i2
pρi3T
N
i1i2i3
+
N−1∑
i1=1
{gp}µνρi1 T
N
00i1 ,
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TN,µνρσ =
N−1∑
i1,i2,i3,i4=1
pµi1p
ν
i2
pρi3p
σ
i4
TNi1i2i3i4 +
N−1∑
i1,i2=1
{gpp}µνρσi1i2 T
N
00i1i2
+ {gg}µνρσTN0000,
TN,µνρστ =
N−1∑
i1,i2,i3,i4,i5=1
pµi1p
ν
i2
pρi3p
σ
i4
pτi5T
N
i1i2i3i4i5
+
N−1∑
i1,i2,i3=1
{gppp}µνρστi1i2i3 T
N
00i1i2i3
+
N−1∑
i1=1
{ggp}µνρστi1 T
N
0000i1
,
TN,µνρστα =
N−1∑
i1,i2,i3,i4,i5,i6=1
pµi1p
ν
i2
pρi3p
σ
i4
pτi5p
α
i6
TNi1i2i3i4i5i6
+
N−1∑
i1,i2,i3,i4=1
{gpppp}µνρσταi1i2i3i4 T
N
00i1i2i3i4
+
N−1∑
i1,i2=1
{ggpp}µνρσταi1i2 T
N
0000i1i2
+ {ggg}µνρσταTN000000. (6)
UV- or IR-singular integrals are represented in dimensional regularization,
where D = 4− 2ǫ, as
TN = T˜Nfin + a
UV
(
∆UV + ln
µ2UV
Q2
)
+ aIR2
(
∆
(2)
IR +∆
(1)
IR ln
µ2IR
Q2
+
1
2
ln2
µ2IR
Q2
)
+ a˜IR1
(
∆
(1)
IR + ln
µ2IR
Q2
)
= TNfin(µ
2
UV, µ
2
IR) + a
UV∆UV + a
IR
2
(
∆
(2)
IR +∆
(1)
IR lnµ
2
IR
)
+ aIR1 ∆
(1)
IR (7)
with
∆UV =
c(ǫUV)
ǫUV
, c(ǫ) = Γ(1 + ǫ)(4π)ǫ,
∆
(2)
IR =
c(ǫIR)
ǫ2IR
, ∆
(1)
IR =
c(ǫIR)
ǫIR
. (8)
We make explicit all UV and IR poles as well as the terms involving the
corresponding mass scales µUV and µIR. We further factor out the term
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c(ǫ) = Γ(1 + ǫ)(4π)ǫ = 1 + O(ǫ) and absorb it into the definitions of ∆UV,
∆
(2)
IR , and ∆
(1)
IR . In order to avoid logarithms of dimensionful quantities in
the first equation in (7), we have singled out an auxiliary scale Q which
is implicitly fixed by the masses and momenta entering the respective loop
integral. The output delivered by Collier corresponds to the last line of
(7), including the terms proportional to aUV, aIR2 , and a
IR
1 . The parameters
µ2UV, µ
2
IR, ∆UV, ∆
(2)
IR , and ∆
(1)
IR can be chosen freely by the user, but do not
influence UV- and IR-finite quantities. Note that we distinguish between
singularities of IR and UV origin. By default ∆UV, ∆
(2)
IR , and ∆
(1)
IR are set
to zero and the output equals TNfin(µ
2
UV, µ
2
IR). Setting the ∆’s different from
zero, the impact of the poles in ǫ can be numerically simulated in the results.
By default IR- and UV-singular integrals are calculated in dimensional
regularization. Collinear singularities can also be regularized with masses.
To this end, the corresponding masses, called mi in the following, must be
declared small in the initialization. Moreover, in all subroutine calls the
respective mass parameters must have exactly the same (not necessarily
small) numerical value as specified in the initialization. The small masses are
treated as infinitesimally small in the scalar and tensor functions, and only
in mass-singular logarithms the finite values are kept. For soft singularities
of Abelian type, i.e. when aIR2 = 0 and collinear singularities are regularized
with masses mi, the parameter µIR can be interpreted as an infinitesimal
photon or gluon mass after setting the parameter ∆
(1)
IR to zero.
1
Varying the parameters µ2UV, µ
2
IR, ∆UV, ∆
(2)
IR , and ∆
(1)
IR allows to check the
cancellation of singularities. Moreover, choosing appropriate values for ∆UV,
∆
(2)
IR , and ∆
(1)
IR allows the user to switch to different conventions concerning
the extraction of the prefactor c(ǫ) in (8). For instance, in Ref. [61] the ǫ-
dependent prefactor in the one-loop integral is πǫ/rΓ with rΓ = Γ
2(1−ǫ)Γ(1+
ǫ)/Γ(1 − 2ǫ) in contrast to the prefactor (2π)2ǫ in our convention (1). We
thus have to replace our factor c(ǫ) by
c(ǫ)
rΓ(4π)ǫ
=
Γ(1 + ǫ)
rΓ
=
Γ(1− 2ǫ)
Γ2(1− ǫ)
= 1 + ǫ2
π2
6
+O(ǫ3), (9)
in order to obtain the singular integrals in the conventions of Ref. [61]. This
is equivalent to the recipe of replacing ∆
(2)
IR → ∆
(2)
IR +π
2/6 while keeping ∆UV
1Formally this means that the scales obey the hierarchy µIR ≪ mi ≪ M in the ana-
lytical derivation of the integrals, where M is any other scale involved in the calculation.
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and ∆
(1)
IR unchanged in our calculation. After this change, our parameters
∆UV, ∆
(2)
IR , and ∆
(1)
IR simply correspond to the poles 1/ǫ, 1/ǫ
2, and 1/ǫ of
Ref. [61], respectively.
3. Implemented methods
3.1. Calculation of tensor coefficients
The method used to evaluate a tensor integral depends on the number N
of its propagators. For N = 1, 2, we use explicit numerically stable expres-
sions [37, 50].
For N = 3, 4, all tensor integrals are numerically reduced to the ba-
sic scalar integrals, which are calculated using analytical expressions given
in Refs. [45, 52, 59]. By default, the reduction is performed via standard
Passarino–Veltman reduction [37]. In regions of the phase space where a
Gram determinant becomes small, Passarino–Veltman reduction becomes un-
stable. In these regions we use the dedicated recursive expansion methods
described in Ref. [50] plus some additional variants. All these methods have
been implemented in Collier to arbitrary order in the expansion parame-
ter. In order to decide on the method to use for a certain phase-space point,
the following procedure is applied:
1. Passarino–Veltman reduction is used by default, and its reliability is
assessed by first assigning appropriate accuracies for the scalar integrals
and subsequently estimating the error propagation during the reduc-
tion. If the resulting error estimate ∆TN(P̂ ) for the integrals of the
highest required rank P̂ is smaller than a predefined precision tag ηreq
(required precision), the result is kept and returned to the user.
2. In case step 1 does not provide sufficient accuracy, which typically
means that the tensor integral involves small Gram determinants of
external momenta, Collier switches to dedicated expansions. In or-
der to decide which expansion is appropriate, an a-priori error estimate
∆TNprelim(P ) for the coefficients T
N
i1...iP
is constructed up to the highest
required rank P̂ for the different methods. The estimates are based on
an assessment of the expected accuracy of the expansion and a sim-
plified propagation of errors from the required scalar integrals. The
expansion method with the smallest ∆TNprelim(P̂ ) is chosen. During the
actual calculation of this expansion a more realistic precision ∆TN(P )
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is assessed by analysing the correction of the last iteration. If the pre-
defined precision tag ηreq is reached, the result is kept and returned to
the user. Otherwise the expansion stops if either a predefined iteration
depth is reached, or if the accuracy does not increase anymore from
one iteration step to the next.
3. If step 2 does not provide sufficient accuracy for the selected method, it
is repeated for the other expansion methods that promise convergence
by sufficiently small ∆TNprelim(P̂ ). If the predefined precision tag is
reached after any of these repetitions, the result is kept and returned
to the user.
4. If neither Passarino–Veltman reduction nor any of the tried expan-
sions delivers results that match the target accuracy, the results of the
method with the smallest error estimate ∆TN (P ) is returned to the
user.
In this way stable results are obtained for almost all phase-space points,
ensuring reliable Monte Carlo integrations.
For N = 5, 6, tensor integrals are directly reduced to integrals with lower
rank and lower N following Refs. [43, 50], i.e. without involving inverse Gram
determinants. For N ≥ 7 a modification of the reduction of 6-point tensor
integrals is applied as described in Section 7 of Refs. [50] [see text after (7.10)
there].
3.2. Calculation of full tensors
While the methods described so far are formulated in the literature in
terms of the Lorentz-invariant coefficients TNi1...iP , a new generation of NLO
generators, such as OpenLoops and Recola, needs the components of the
full tensors TN,µ1···µP . To this end, an efficient algorithm has been imple-
mented in Collier to construct the tensors TN,µ1···µP from the coefficients
TNi1...iP . It performs a recursive calculation of those tensor structures (4) which
are built exclusively from momenta. Non-vanishing components of tensor
structures involving metric tensors are then obtained recursively by adding
pairwise equal Lorentz indices to tensor structures with less metric tensors,
taking into account the combinatorics of the indices and the signs induced
by the metric tensors. The relevant combinatorial factors are calculated and
tabulated during the initialization of Collier.
The numbers of invariant coefficients TNi1...iP and tensor components
TN,µ1···µP are compared in Table 1. For N ≤ 4 the number of invariant
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coefficients for P̂ = 0 P̂ = 1 P̂ = 2 P̂ = 3 P̂ = 4 P̂ = 5 P̂ = 6
N = 3 1 3 7 13 22 34 50
N = 4 1 4 11 24 46 80 130
N = 5 1 5 16 40 86 166 296
N = 6 1 6 22 62 148 314 610
N = 7 1 7 29 91 239 553 1163
components 1 5 15 35 70 126 210
Table 1: Number nc(N, P̂ ) of invariant coefficients T
N
i1...iP
for N = 3, . . . , 7 and rank P ≤
P̂ = 0, . . . , 6 (rows 2–6) and number nt(P̂ ) of independent tensor components T
N,µ1···µP
for rank P ≤ P̂ = 0, . . . , 6 (last row).
Bi1...iP
Bµ1···µP
Ci1...iP
Cµ1···µP
Di1...iP
Dµ1···µP
Ei1...iP
Eµ1···µP
Fi1...iP
Fµ1···µP
Gi1...iP
Gµ1···µP
· · ·
· · ·
Figure 1: Reduction chains in Collier: For N ≥ 6 reduction can be performed at the
tensor level.
coefficients is smaller than the number of tensor components, which is a ba-
sic precondition of the Passarino–Veltman reduction method. For N ≥ 5, on
the other hand, the situation is reversed. Actually, the reduction for N ≥ 6
presented in (7.7) of Ref. [50] has been derived in terms of full tensors. Its
translation to tensor coefficients requires a symmetrization and the resulting
coefficients are not unique because of the redundant number of tensor struc-
tures. Therefore, for the calculation of the tensors TN,µ1···µP the reduction
for N ≥ 6 has been implemented in Collier also directly at the tensor level
without resorting to a covariant decomposition.
Whereas for N ≤ 5 the recursion exclusively proceeds at the coefficient
level, with TN,µ1···µP constructed afterwards from the respective coefficients
TNi1...iP , for N ≥ 6 the reduction can alternatively be performed at the level
of the tensors. This means that, in order to calculate a tensor integral with
N ≥ 6, any Ntenred with 5 < Ntenred ≤ N can be chosen such that the
recursive calculation is performed at the coefficient level for N < Ntenred and
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at tensor level for N ≥ Ntenred. The transition from coefficients to tensors
then takes place at Ntenred − 1. The possible reduction chains are illustrated
in Figure 1.
4. Structure of the library
The structure of Collier is illustrated schematically in Figure 2. The
core of the library consists of the building blocks COLI and DD. They con-
stitute two independent implementations of the scalar integrals TN0 and the
Lorentz-invariant coefficients TNi1...iP employing the methods described in the
previous section. The building block tensors provides routines for the con-
struction of the tensors TN,µ1...µP from the coefficients TNi1...iP , as well as for a
direct reduction of N -point integrals for N ≥ 6 at the tensor level. The user
interacts with the basic routines of COLI, DD, and tensors via the global
interface of Collier. It provides routines to set or extract values of the
parameters in COLI and DD as well as routines to calculate the tensor coeffi-
cients TNi1...iP or tensor components T
N,µ1...µP . The user can choose whether
the COLI or the DD branch shall be used. It is also possible to calculate each
integral with both branches and cross-check the results.
In a typical evaluation of a one-loop matrix element, a tensor integral is
called several times with the same kinematical input: On the one hand, a
single user call of an N -point integral with P ≥ 2 leads to recursive internal
calls of lower N ′-point integrals, and for N ′ ≤ N − 2 the same integral is
reached through more than one path in the reduction tree. On the other
hand, different user calls and their reductions typically involve identical ten-
sor integrals. In order to avoid multiple calculations of the same integral,
the sublibraries of Collier are linked to a global cache system which works
as follows: A parameter Next numerates external integral calls, while for the
book-keeping of internal calls a binary identifier id is propagated during the
reduction. A pointer is assigned to each index pair (Next, id). During the
evaluation of the first phase-space points the arguments of the corresponding
function calls are compared, and pairs (Next, id) with identical arguments
are pointed to the same address in the cache. For later phase-space points
the result of the first call of an integral is written to the cache and read out
in subsequent calls pointing to the same address. Use of the external cache
system is optional and crucially requires that all calls for tensor integrals are
made exactly in the same order for each phase-space point in a Monte Carlo
integration, after an initialization that signals the beginning of the matrix-
12
Collier
COLI DD tensors
Cache system
∗ scalar integrals
∗ 2-point coefficients
∗ 3-,4-point reduction
PV + expansions
∗ N≥5-point red.
∗ scalar integrals
∗ 2-point coefficients
∗ 3-,4-point reduction
PV + expansions
∗ 5-,6-point reduction
∗ construction of
N -point tensors
from coefficients
∗ direct reduction for
N≥6-point tensors
set/get parameters
in COLI and DD
N -point coefficients
TNi1···iP
N -point tensors
TN,µ1···µP
Figure 2: Structure of the library Collier.
element calculation for the respective phase-space point. Moreover, internal
parameters must not be changed between the first and the last integral call
in each event.
5. Usage of the library
5.1. Installation
For the installation of the Collier library the package
collier-v.tar.gz is needed2 (where v stands for the version of the
library, e.g. v = 1.0), and the CMake build system should be installed.
Since Collier is a stand-alone Fortran95 code, no additional libraries are
required.
To start installation, gunzip and untar collier-v.tar.gz which will
unpack into the directory ./COLLIER-v containing the following files and
directories
2The package can be downloaded from http://collier.hepforge.org.
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• CMakeLists.txt: CMake makefile to produce the Collier library,
• src: Collier source directory, containing the main source files of
Collier and further source files in the subdirectories
– COLI: containing the files of the COLI branch,
– DDlib: containing the files of the DD branch,
– tensors: containing the files for tensor construction and direct
tensor reduction,
– Aux: containing auxiliary files,
• build: build directory, where CMake puts all necessary files for the
creation of the library, such as object files,
• modules: empty directory for fortran module files,
• demos: directory with demo routines illustrating the use of Collier,
• COPYING: file with copyright information.
The Collier library is generated by changing to the directory build
and issuing "cmake .." followed by "make":
"cd build"
"cmake .."
"make" .
This requires CMake to be installed. Some information on individual con-
figurations can be found at the top of the file CMakeLists.txt. By default
cmake sets up the makefile in such a way that a dynamic library will be
generated. If a static library is desired, this can be controlled by issuing
"cmake -Dstatic=ON .."
in the directory COLLIER-v.
If no options are specified, cmake automatically searches for installed
Fortran compilers and chooses a suited one. The use of a particular compiler,
e.g. the ifort compiler, can be enforced by
"cmake -DCMAKE Fortran COMPILER=ifort .." .
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The full path to a compiler may be given.
Once the Makefile has been generated, the command make will generate
the dynamic library libcollier.so or the static library libcollier.a in
the directory COLLIER-v which can be linked to the user’s program.
To create the executables for the sample programs (see Section 5.7) in
the directory demos, the commands
"make demo"
"make democache"
should be issued in the directory COLLIER-v/build.
All files created by the "make" command can be discarded with
"make clean"
in the directory COLLIER-v/build, and all files produced by "cmake" can be
eliminated by removing all files in the directory COLLIER-v/build. To clean
up completely, all files generated by "cmake" should be removed.
5.2. General usage instructions
In order to use Collier in a Fortran program, the corresponding mod-
ules located in COLLIER-v/modules have to be loaded by including the line
use COLLIER
in the preamble of the respective code, and the library libcollier.so or
libcollier.a in the directory COLLIER-v has to be supplied to the linker.
This gives access to the public functions and subroutines of the Collier
library described in the following subsections. The names of all these rou-
tines end with the suffix “ cll”. This name convention is supposed to avoid
conflicts with routine names present in the master program and increases
readability by allowing for an easy identification of command lines referring
to the Collier library.
Before Collier can be used to calculate tensor integrals, it must be
initialized by calling
subroutine Init cll(Nmax,rin,folder name,noreset)
integer Nmax : maximal # of loop propagators
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integer,optional rin : maximal rank of loop integrals
character,optional folder name : name of folder for output
logical,optional noreset : no new output folder and files ,
where the first argument Nmax is mandatory, while the other arguments rin,
folder name and noreset are optional. With the argument Nmax the user
must specify the maximal number Nmax of loop propagators of the tensor
integrals TN,P he is going to calculate (N ≤ Nmax), while with the optional
second argument rin he can specify the maximal rank Pmax (P ≤ Pmax).
3
If the argument rin is omitted, the maximal rank is set to Nmax which is
sufficient for integrals in renormalizable theories. The arguments Nmax and
rin determine the size of internal tables generated by Collier; very large
values for these parameters can thus affect the amount of allocated memory
and the computing time for the integrals. As an optional third argument
the user can pass a string folder name to Init cll, which then creates (or
overwrites) a folder with the specified name in the current directory. The
output of Collier will be directed to that folder. If the second argument
is left out, the folder is named ’output cll’ by default. The creation of an
output folder can be suppressed by passing an empty string folder name=’’
to Init cll. In this case no output will be created by Collier except
for the one related to the initialization and to fatal errors written to the
standard output channel stdout cll=6. In a second or any subsequent call
of Init cll, the optional fourth argument noreset, if present and set to
.true., causes that output folder and files are not re-created, but that the
program continues writing in the existing files. The optional flag noreset is
ignored in the very first call of Init cll.
The call of Init cll sets all internal parameters to default values speci-
fied in Table 2. In later calls certain parameters specified in Section 5.6 are
prevented from a reinitialization if the optional argument noreset is flagged
.true.. After the initialization, many of these parameters can be freely set
to different values according to the needs of the user. To this end, Col-
lier provides a subroutine SetX cll for every parameter X, and subroutines
SwitchOnY cll, SwitchOffY cll for every flag Y. To read out the current
3In the DD branch of Collier, N -point integrals are presently only implemented up
to Nmax = 6, with 5-point functions supported up to rank 5 and 6-point functions sup-
ported up to rank 6. This is sufficient for any N -point integral with N ≤ 6 appearing in
renormalizable theories.
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value of a parameter X a routine getX cll is available for most parameters.
The parameters that can be modified by the user and the respective routines
are described in detail in Section 5.4.
After the initialization and a potential redefinition of internal parame-
ters, Collier is ready to calculate tensor integrals. The generic subroutine
TN cll calculates the coefficients TNi1...iP of the Lorentz-covariant decompo-
sition (5) of the tensor integrals TN,P , while TNten cll returns the tensor
components TN,µ1...µP . Alternatively, there are specific subroutines A cll,
B cll, . . . , G cll and Aten cll, Bten cll, . . . , Gten cll for the 1-, 2-, . . . ,
7-point integrals, as well as A0 cll, B0 cll, . . . , D0 cll for the scalar in-
tegrals. Momentum derivatives of 2-point coefficients, typically needed to
calculate renormalization constants, can be calculated up to arbitrary rank
using the generic subroutine DB cll, or for the lowest ranks using the spe-
cific subroutines DB0 cll, DB1 cll, DB00 cll, and DB11 cll. More infor-
mation on the subroutines for the calculation of tensor integrals is given in
Section 5.3.
A typical application of Collier is to provide the one-loop tensor inte-
grals within an NLOMonte Carlo generator. In this case, the master program
performs a loop over Monte Carlo events, and for each event it calculates the
one-loop matrix element employing Collier to evaluate the corresponding
set of tensor integrals. In this context, the subroutine
subroutine InitEvent cll(cacheNr)
integer,optional cacheNr : # of cache
should be called for each event before the tensor integrals are computed. This
call will reinitialize the error flag and the accuracy flag of Collier which can
be read out at the end of the sequence of tensor integral calls to obtain global
information on the status of the calculations. If the cache system is used, the
call of InitEvent cll is mandatory to reinitialize the cache for every Monte
Carlo event. In the case of multiple caches the respective cache number
cacheNr has to be passed to InitEvent cll as an optional argument. More
information on the use of the cache system can be found in Section 5.5.
To help the user to get familiar with the basic usage ofCollier, two sam-
ple programs demo and democache are distributed together with the library.
They are described in Section 5.7.
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parameter type set with default
mode integer ∈ {1, 2, 3} SetMode cll 1
ηreq double precision SetReqAcc cll 1d-8
ηcrit double precision SetCritAcc cll 1d-1
ηcheck double precision SetCheckAcc cll 1d-4
µ2UV double precision SetMuUV2 cll 1d0
µ2IR double precision SetMuIR2 cll 1d0
∆UV double precision SetDeltaUV cll 0d0
∆
(1)
IR ,∆
(2)
IR double precision SetDeltaIR cll 0d0,0d0
{m21, . . . , m
2
nreg
} double complex (nreg) SetMinf2 cll {}
σstop integer < 0 SetErrStop cll −8
Ntenred integer ≥ 6 SetTenRed cll 6
ncache integer ≥ 0 InitCacheSystem cll 0
Nmaxcache integer (ncache) ≥ 1 SetCacheLevel cll −
nerr integer ≥ 0 SetMaxErrOut cll 100
nerr,COLI integer ≥ 0 SetMaxErrOutCOLI cll 100
nerr,DD integer ≥ 0 SetMaxErrOutDD cll 100
ninf integer ≥ 0 SetMaxInfOut cll 1000
nN,maxcheck integer (Nmax) ≥ 0 SetMaxCheck cll {50, ..., 50}
nB
′,max
check integer ≥ 0 SetMaxCheckDB cll 50
nN,maxcrit integer (Nmax) ≥ 0 SetMaxCrit cll {50, ..., 50}
nB
′,max
crit integer ≥ 0 SetMaxCritDB cll 50
P̂max integer ≥ 6 SetRitmax cll 14
outlev integer ∈ {0, 1, 2} SetInfOutLev cll 2
Table 2: List of Collier parameters.
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5.3. Calculation of tensor integrals
For the tensor integrals, Collier provides routines that deliver the coef-
ficients TNi1...iP of the Lorentz-covariant decomposition (5) and routines that
deliver the components of the tensors TN,µ1...µP .
The tensor coefficients TNi1...iP are represented by N -dimensional arrays of
type double complex with the following convention:
TN(n0, n1, n2, . . . , nN−1) = T
N
0...0︸︷︷︸
2n0
1...1︸︷︷︸
n1
2...2︸︷︷︸
n2
...N−1...N−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
nN−1
. (10)
In this way, all tensor coefficients TNi1...iP with P = 0, . . . , P̂ up to a given
rank P̂ are stored within the same array
double complex TN(0 : [P̂ /2], 0: P̂ , . . . , 0: P̂︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−1
).
Note that identical coefficients TNi1...iP , related to each other through a per-
mutation of the indices {i1, . . . , iP}, are represented by the same entry of
the array TN. As an example, the mapping between the tensor coefficients
Di1...iP and the array D is explicitly written down in Table 3 for the case of
the 4-point coefficients up to rank P̂ = 4.
Alternatively, the tensor coefficients of the N -point integrals up to rank
P̂ can be obtained as a one-dimensional array
double complex TN1(nc(N, P̂ )),
where nc(N, P̂ ) is the total number of coefficients T
N
i1...iP
with i1 ≤ i2 ≤ . . . ≤
iP and P ≤ P̂ . For N = 1, . . . , 7 and P̂ = 0, . . . , 6 the explicit values of
nc(N, P̂ ) are given in Table 1. The tensor coefficients are inserted in the
array TN1 with ascending rank P from P = 0 to P = P̂ . Coefficients TNi1...iP
and TNj1...jP of equal rank are ordered according to the first indices ik, jk in
which they differ. For the 4-point coefficients up to rank P̂ = 4, the ordering
can be read off from Table 3. Note that due to the Fortran limitation of
arrays to rank 7, the coefficients of N -point integrals with N ≥ 8 can only
be represented in the format of a one-dimensional array.
The full tensor integrals TN,µ1...µP are represented by 4-dimensional arrays
of type double complex with the following convention:
TNten(n0, n1, n2, n3) = T
N,
n0︷︸︸︷
0...0
n1︷︸︸︷
1...1
n2︷︸︸︷
2...2
n3︷︸︸︷
3...3 . (11)
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D0 D(0,0,0,0) D113 D(0,2,0,1) D1112 D(0,3,1,0)
D1 D(0,1,0,0) D122 D(0,1,2,0) D1113 D(0,3,0,1)
D2 D(0,0,1,0) D123 D(0,1,1,1) D1122 D(0,2,2,0)
D3 D(0,0,0,1) D133 D(0,1,0,2) D1123 D(0,2,1,1)
D00 D(1,0,0,0) D222 D(0,0,3,0) D1133 D(0,2,0,2)
D11 D(0,2,0,0) D223 D(0,0,2,1) D1222 D(0,1,3,0)
D12 D(0,1,1,0) D233 D(0,0,1,2) D1223 D(0,1,2,1)
D13 D(0,1,0,1) D333 D(0,0,0,3) D1233 D(0,1,1,2)
D22 D(0,0,2,0) D0000 D(2,0,0,0) D1333 D(0,1,0,3)
D23 D(0,0,1,1) D0011 D(1,2,0,0) D2222 D(0,0,4,0)
D33 D(0,0,0,2) D0012 D(1,1,1,0) D2223 D(0,0,3,1)
D001 D(1,1,0,0) D0013 D(1,1,0,1) D2233 D(0,0,2,2)
D002 D(1,0,1,0) D0022 D(1,0,2,0) D2333 D(0,0,1,3)
D003 D(1,0,0,1) D0023 D(1,0,1,1) D3333 D(0,0,0,4)
D111 D(0,3,0,0) D0033 D(1,0,0,2)
D112 D(0,2,1,0) D1111 D(0,4,0,0)
Table 3: Mapping between tensor coefficients Di1...iP (P ≤ 4) and elements
D(n0, n1, n2, n3) of the array D(0 : 2, 0 :4, 0 :4, 0 :4). The mapping onto the elements of the
one-dimensional array representation D1(46) is obtained by numerating the coefficients in
the table starting from the top left entry downwards.
In this way, all tensor components TN,µ1...µP with P = 0, . . . , P̂ up to a given
rank P̂ are stored within the same array
double complex TNten(0 : P̂ , 0: P̂ , 0: P̂ , 0: P̂ ).
Note that identical components TN,µ1...µP , related to each other through a
permutation of the indices {µ1, . . . , µP}, are represented by the same entry
of the array TNten. The mapping between the tensor components T µ1...µP
and the array TNten is explicitly written down in Table 4 up to rank P̂ = 3.
Alternatively, the tensor components of the N -point integrals up to rank
P̂ can be obtained as a one-dimensional array
double complex TNten1(nt(P̂ )),
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T0 TNten(0,0,0,0) T
22 TNten(0,0,2,0) T 033 TNten(1,0,0,2)
T 0 TNten(1,0,0,0) T 23 TNten(0,0,1,1) T 111 TNten(0,3,0,0)
T 1 TNten(0,1,0,0) T 33 TNten(0,0,0,2) T 112 TNten(0,2,1,0)
T 2 TNten(0,0,1,0) T 000 TNten(3,0,0,0) T 113 TNten(0,2,0,1)
T 3 TNten(0,0,0,1) T 001 TNten(2,1,0,0) T 122 TNten(0,1,2,0)
T 00 TNten(2,0,0,0) T 002 TNten(2,0,1,0) T 123 TNten(0,1,1,1)
T 01 TNten(1,1,0,0) T 003 TNten(2,0,0,1) T 133 TNten(0,1,0,2)
T 02 TNten(1,0,1,0) T 011 TNten(1,2,0,0) T 222 TNten(0,0,3,0)
T 03 TNten(1,0,0,1) T 012 TNten(1,1,1,0) T 223 TNten(0,0,2,1)
T 11 TNten(0,2,0,0) T 013 TNten(1,1,0,1) T 233 TNten(0,0,1,2)
T 12 TNten(0,1,1,0) T 022 TNten(1,0,2,0) T333 TNten(0,0,0,3)
T 13 TNten(0,1,0,1) T 023 TNten(1,0,1,1)
Table 4: Mapping between tensor components T µ1...µP (P ≤ 3) and elements
Tten(n0, n1, n2, n3) of the array TNten(0 : 3, 0 : 3, 0 : 3, 0 : 3). The mapping onto the el-
ements of the one-dimensional array representation TNten1(35) is obtained by numerating
the coefficients in the table starting from the top left entry downwards.
where nt(P̂ ) is the total number of tensor components T
N,µ1...µP with µ1 ≤
µ2 ≤ . . . ≤ µP and P ≤ P̂ . For P̂ = 0, . . . , 6 the explicit values of nt(P̂ ) are
given in Table 1. The tensor components are inserted in the array TNten1
with ascending rank P from P = 0 to P = P̂ . Components TN,µ1...µP and
TN,ν1...νP of equal rank are ordered according to the first indices µk, νk in
which they differ. For tensors up to rank P̂ = 3, the ordering can be read off
from Table 4.
The routines for the tensor integrals provide both results for the full
expressions and separately the coefficients of the UV-singular poles, 1/ǫUV.
The latter are useful to determine rational terms of UV origin. Rational terms
of IR origin cancel in one-loop diagrams [68] as long as the loop is not inserted
into an external line and only show up in wave-function renormalization
constants which are easily calculated explicitly.
The coefficients TNi1...iP of the Lorentz-covariant decomposition (5) of the
tensor integrals TN,P with N = 1, . . . , 7 can be computed by calling the
respective subroutines A cll, . . . , G cll. The argument structure of these
subroutines N cll (N cll=A cll, . . . , G cll) is given by
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subroutine N cll(TN,TNuv,MomInv,mass2,R,TNerr)
double complex(0 :R/2, 0 :R, . . . , 0 :R︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−1
) TN : TN,Pi1,...,iP with P ≤ R
double complex(0 :R/2, 0 :R, . . . , 0 :R︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−1
) TNuv : TN,P UVi1,...,iP with P ≤ R
double complex(1:nP) MomInv : momentum invariants
double complex(0:N-1) mass2 : squared masses
integer R : maximal rank
double precision(0:R),optional TNerr : error estimates .
The set of nP =
(
N
2
)
momentum invariants PN , represented by the symbolic
argument MomInv, is ordered such that the first N invariants correspond to
the squares k2i of the N incoming momenta ki, the following N invariants to
the squares (ki + ki+1)
2 of pairs of adjacent momenta and so on. In terms of
the off-set momenta pi = k1+ . . .+ ki entering the loop propagators given in
(2), the set of momentum invariants reads
P2k =
{
(p1 − p0)
2, (p2 − p1)
2, . . . , (p2k−1 − p2k−2)
2, (p0 − p2k−1)
2,
(p2 − p0)
2, (p3 − p1)
2, . . . , (p0 − p2k−2)
2, (p1 − p2k−1)
2,
. . .
(pk−1 − p0)
2, (pk − p1)
2, . . . , (pk−3 − p2k−2)
2, (pk−2 − p2k−1)
2,
(pk − p0)
2, (pk+1 − p1)
2, . . . , (p2k−2 − pk−2)
2, (p2k−1 − pk−1)
2
}
, (12)
P2k+1 =
{
(p1 − p0)
2, (p2 − p1)
2, . . . , (p2k − p2k−1)
2, (p0 − p2k)
2,
(p2 − p0)
2, (p3 − p1)
2, . . . , (p0 − p2k−1)
2, (p1 − p2k)
2,
. . .
(pk − p0)
2, (pk+1 − p1)
2, . . . , (pk−2 − p2k−1)
2, (pk−1 − p2k)
2
}
. (13)
Note that the first k − 1 lines in (12) each contain N = 2k elements, while
the kth line only contains k = N/2 elements. In (13) each of the k lines
consists of N = 2k + 1 elements. Within each line all momentum indices
increase by one unit going from one element to the next one; an index that
has already reached the maximum value i = N − 1 passes on to i = 0.
For N = 2, .., 7, the sets of momentum invariants PN are explicitly listed in
Appendix A. They have to be provided to the subroutine N cll in terms of
parameters of type double complex, either as an array of length nP or as
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nP single parameters. We stress that, although the variable type is double
complex, non-vanishing imaginary parts of momentum invariants are not yet
supported by the current version of Collier. It is further important to en-
sure that momentum invariants corresponding to invariant squared masses
of single external particles assume their exact numerical value, avoiding any
deviation that can occur for example if these momentum squares are evalu-
ated numerically. Otherwise, problems can appear in IR-divergent integrals
where momentum and mass arguments are compared internally in order to
decide on the correct analytic expression. Obviously, the argument MomInv
is absent in the case of one-point integrals A cll.
The set of squared masses
MN =
{
m20, m
2
1, . . . , m
2
N−1
}
, (14)
entering the loop propagators given in (2), is represented by N parameters
of type double complex denoted symbolically as mass2. These parameters
with possible non-vanishing (negative) imaginary parts have to be passed to
the subroutine N cll either as a single array or as individual arguments de-
pending on which of the two formats (single parameters or array as described
above) is chosen for the momentum invariants MomInv.
The integer argument R represents the maximum rank P̂ up to which the
tensor integrals are calculated.It thus defines the size of the output arrays
TN and TNuv of type double complex. As described before, they can be
obtained either as an N -dimensional array with the first component of range
(0 : [P̂ /2]) and the other ones of range (0 : P̂ ), or as a one-dimensional array of
length nc(N, P̂ ). The respective numbers nc(N, P̂ ) are tabulated by Collier
during the initialization and can be obtained with help of the function
function GetNc cll(N,R) result(nc)
integer N,R,nc : N, P̂ , nc(N, P̂ ) .
Finally, there is the option to add an additional output array TNerr con-
sisting of (0 : P̂ ) entries of type double precision to the list of arguments.
If present, the elements of this array deliver an estimate of the absolute error
size for the tensor coefficients TNi1···iP with all ik 6= 0 of the corresponding rank
P . The error estimate ∆TN (P ) is determined by following in a rough way
the propagation of errors through the recursion algorithms and by estimating
the approximate size of neglected higher-order terms in the expansions (see
Section 3.1). We stress that the returned values should not be interpreted
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as precise and reliable error specifications, but should rather be regarded as
approximate order-of-magnitude estimates on the underlying uncertainties.
Instead of employing the individual subroutines A cll, . . . , G cll, tensor
coefficients can be calculated for (in principle) arbitrary N by means of the
generic subroutine
subroutine TN cll(TN,TNuv,MomInv,mass2,Nn,R,TNerr) .
The argument structure of the generic TN cll differs from the one of the
specific A cll, . . . , G cll only by the presence of the additional integer Nn,
integer Nn : # of loop propagators (= N) ,
defining the number of loop propagators. In the case of the routine TN cll,
momentum invariants MomInv, squared masses mass2, and resulting coeffi-
cients TN, TNuv can only be handled in the format of one-dimensional arrays
of length nP , N , and nc(N, P̂ ), respectively.
The tensor components TN,µ1...µP of the integrals TN,P with N =
1, . . . , 7 can be computed by calling the respective subroutines Aten cll,
. . . , Gten cll. The argument structure of these subroutines Nten cll =
Aten cll, . . . , Gten cll is given by
subroutine
Nten cll(TNten,TNtenuv,MomVec,MomInv,mass2,R,TNtenerr) .
In addition to the momentum invariants MomInv and the squared masses
mass2, which enter the tensor subroutine Nten cll exactly in the same way
as the coefficient subroutine N cll, also the N − 1 four-vectors pi appearing
in the loop propagators in (2) have to be passed to the subroutine Nten cll.
Represented by the symbolic argument MomVec,
double complex MomVec(...) : momentum components ,
they have to be provided either as N−1 individual arrays of range (0 :3) cor-
responding to the momentum components pµi with µ = 0, . . . , 3, or combined
into a single array of format (0 : 3, N − 1). Note that the same format must
be chosen for the three arguments MomVec, MomInv, and mass2, i.e. either
all of them must be provided as collections of individual arguments or all
of them must be given as combined arrays. As in the case of MomInv, the
variable type is double complex (although non-vanishing imaginary parts
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are not supported by the current version of Collier), and the argument
MomVec is absent for the one-point integrals A cll.
The integer argument R representing the maximum rank P̂ up to which
the tensor integrals are calculated defines the size of the output arrays TNten
and TNtenuv of type double complex. As described before, they can be
obtained either as a 4-dimensional array of format (0 : P̂ , 0 : P̂ , 0 : P̂ , 0 : P̂ ), or
as a one-dimensional array of length nt(P̂ ). The respective numbers nt(P̂ )
are tabulated by Collier during the initialization and can be obtained with
help of the function
function GetNt cll(R) result(nt)
integer R,nt : P̂ , nt(P̂ ) .
An error estimate for the tensor components can be accessed adding the
optional output array TNtenerr to the list of arguments. Its entries (0 : P̂ )
of type double precision provide estimates on the absolute error size for
the tensor components of the corresponding rank, in a similar manner as in
the case of the subroutine N cll.
Instead of employing the individual subroutines Aten cll, . . . , Gten cll,
tensor components can be calculated for (in principle) arbitrary N by means
of the generic subroutine
subroutine
TNten cll(TNten,TNtenuv,MomVec,MomInv,mass2,Nn,R,TNtenerr) .
The argument structure of the generic TNten cll differs from the one of
the specific Aten cll, . . . , Gten cll only by the presence of the addi-
tional integer Nn defining the number of loop propagators. In the case of
the subroutine TNten cll, momenta MomVec, momentum invariants MomInv,
and squared masses mass2 can only be handled as single arrays of format
(0 :3, 1:N − 1), (1 : nP), and (0 :N − 1), respectively, whereas for the out-
puts TNten and TNtenuv the user is still free to choose between the array
structures (0 : P̂ , 0: P̂ , 0: P̂ , 0: P̂ ) and (1 :nt(P̂ )).
Obviously, any call of a coefficient subroutine A cll, . . . , G cll or TN cll,
as well as of a tensor subroutine Aten cll, . . . , Gten cll or TNten cll,
delivers the result for the respective scalar integral within its output array.
A user exclusively interested in the scalar 1-, . . . ,4-point master integrals can
either restrict the rank argument R to P̂ = 0, or can employ the alternative
routines N0 cll = A0 cll, . . . , D0 cll:
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subroutine N0 cll(TN0,MomInv,mass2)
double complex TN0 : TN0 .
These routines provide the respective scalar integral as a single output vari-
able TN0 of type double complex, while for the inputs MomInv and mass2
choice can be made between the usual options. Note that the routines A0 cll,
. . . , D0 cll are not linked to the cache system and may fail if the Gram de-
terminant for the 3-point function or the Cayley determinant of the 4-point
function vanishes.
Finally, COLLIER provides also routines for the calculation of momentum
derivatives of 2-point coefficients, needed for the wave-function renormaliza-
tion of external particles. The subroutine in charge, DB cll, is structured
as
subroutine DB cll(DB,DBuv,MomInv,mass2,R,DBerr)
double complex DB(...)
double complex DBuv(...)
double complex DBerr(...) .
The derivatives B′i1···iP̂
(p21) ≡ ∂Bi1···iP̂ (p
2
1)/∂p
2
1 are returned via the output
arrays DB and DBuv, with an optional error estimate via DBerr. The conven-
tions for the in- and output arguments are in complete analogy with the ones
of the subroutine B cll. The results of the functions B′0, B
′
1, B
′
00, and B
′
11
can further be obtained as single double complex variables with help of the
subroutines
subroutine DB0 cll(DB0,MomInv,mass2)
double complex DB0 ,
subroutine DB1 cll(DB1,MomInv,mass2)
double complex DB1 ,
subroutine DB00 cll(DB00,MomInv,mass2)
double complex DB00 ,
subroutine DB11 cll(DB11,MomInv,mass2)
double complex DB11 .
Since derivatives B′i1···iP̂
are not cached, calls of the subroutines DB cll,
DB0 cll, DB1 cll, DB00 cll, and DB11 cll do not interfere with the cache
system of Collier.
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5.4. Setting and getting parameters
The results for the tensor integrals do not only depend on the explicit
mass and momentum arguments, but also on the choices made concerning
regularization parameters, as well as on technical parameters governing the
selection of reduction schemes and the number of iterations for expansion
methods. The parameters of the latter two groups are typically kept at fixed
values for a certain set of integral calls. Therefore they do not form part of
the argument lists of the individual integral calls, but are rather gathered as
a set of global parameters. They are initialized to default values specified in
Table 2 during the initialization procedure of Collier and can be modified
later on. In the following we give details on these parameters, as well as on
the subroutines that allow the user to change or read out their values.
5.4.1. Regularization parameters
Collier uses dimensional regularization to handle UV divergences. The
results for UV-divergent integrals thus depend on the regulator ∆UV defined
in (8) and the scale of dimensional regularization, µUV, more precisely on
the combination ∆UV + ln(µ
2
UV/Q
2), where Q2 is some scale of the respec-
tive tensor integral. At fixed order in perturbation theory, physical S-matrix
elements do not depend on ∆UV and µUV. In Collier, ∆UV and µ
2
UV are
treated as numerical parameters of type double precision with default val-
ues ∆UV = 0 and µ
2
UV = 1, which can be modified employing the subroutines
subroutine SetDeltaUV cll(delta)
double precision delta ,
subroutine SetMuUV2 cll(mu2)
double precision mu2 .
On the one hand, by varying these parameters one can verify the UV finite-
ness of S-matrix elements numerically. On the other hand, in renormalization
schemes like MS or MS, the scale µUV of dimensional regularization can be
identified with the renormalization scale µren of a running coupling g(µren).
In this case it gains a physical interpretation with impact on S-matrix ele-
ments. The current values of ∆UV and µ
2
UV can be read out with help of the
subroutines
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subroutine GetDeltaUV cll(delta)
double precision delta ,
subroutine GetMuUV2 cll(mu2)
double precision mu2 .
By default, also IR divergences are regularized dimensionally. The results
of IR-divergent integrals thus depend on ∆
(1)
IR and ∆
(2)
IR defined in (8), and on
the scale of dimensional regularization, µIR. At fixed order in perturbation
theory, IR-finite observables do not depend on ∆
(1)
IR , ∆
(2)
IR , and µIR, once
contributions from virtual and real corrections are combined. In Collier,
∆
(1)
IR , ∆
(2)
IR , and µ
2
IR are represented by numerical parameters of type double
precision with default values ∆
(1)
IR = ∆
(2)
IR = 0 and µ
2
IR = 1, which can be
modified employing the subroutines
subroutine SetDeltaIR cll(delta1,delta2)
double precision delta1,delta2 ,
subroutine SetMuIR2 cll(mu2)
double precision mu2 .
Note, in particular, that ∆
(1)
IR and ∆
(2)
IR can be varied independently. A vari-
ation of ∆
(1)
IR , ∆
(2)
IR , and µ
2
IR can be performed as a numerical check on the IR
finiteness of observables. The current values are retrieved calling
subroutine GetDeltaIR cll(delta1,delta2)
double precision delta1,delta2 ,
subroutine GetMuIR2 cll(mu2)
double precision mu2 .
Collinear divergences can also be regulated introducing a list of mass
regulators,
Rnreg =
{
m21, m
2
2, . . . , m
2
nreg
}
. (15)
To this end, the user must call the subroutine
subroutine SetMinf2 cll(nminf,minf2)
double complex minf2(nminf)
integer nminf ,
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where the integer variable nminf stands for the number nreg of different
regulator masses and the array minf2 contains their squared valuesm2i of type
double complex. Alternatively, regulator masses can be added successively
calling the subroutine
subroutine AddMinf2 cll(m2)
double complex m2 ,
which increments nreg by one and adds the double complex value m2 to the
listRnreg . When a tensor integral is called, its arguments (squared masses and
momentum invariants) are numerically compared to the elements of Rnreg .
Identified entries are treated as infinitesimally small throughout the calcu-
lation and their (not necessarily small) numerical values are only kept in
otherwise singular logarithms. It is crucial that the small masses have ex-
actly the same values in the calls of all subroutines. The number of mass
regulators nreg and the list of their squared values can be read out with
subroutine GetNminf cll(nminf) ,
subroutine GetMinf2 cll(minf2)
double complex minf2(nminf)
integer nminf ,
respectively. Finally, the subroutine
subroutine ClearMinf2 cll
allows to clear the list Rnreg and to reset nreg to zero.
5.4.2. Technical parameters
Collier can be run in three different modes that are chosen employing
subroutine SetMode cll(mode)
integer mode
with the integer argument mode=1,2,3. This subroutine switches between
the different branches implemented. For mode=1 (the default value) the COLI
branch is used, for mode=2 the DD branch is used, and for mode=3 the integrals
are calculated in both branches and compared. In the latter case, Collier
returns from the two results the one for which a higher precision is estimated
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internally. The error estimate delivered (if added as optional argument to
the subroutine call) is determined from the internal estimate of the respective
library and the difference between the COLI and DD results, as the maximum
of these two estimators. Differences between COLI and DD that exceed a
certain threshold value are further reported to the file CheckOut.cll (see
Section 5.6 for details). The chosen value of mode can be retrieved with
subroutine GetMode cll(mode)
integer mode .
The target precision ηreq aimed at in the calculation of the tensor integrals
can be set calling
subroutine SetReqAcc cll(acc)
double precision acc
with the argument acc of type double precision. For the calculation of
tensor integrals, Collier will choose a reduction scheme that is expected to
reach the required precision ηreq, if necessary trying different choices and per-
forming expansions up to the order at which the target precision is achieved.
Hence, the choice of ηreq affects the precision of the results as well as the
run time, and has to be made in light of the desired balance between the
two. The default value is ηreq = 10
−8, and the library has been optimized in
particular for this setting. The current values of ηreq can be inquired with
the subroutine
subroutine GetReqAcc cll(acc)
double precision acc .
To which extent results can really be obtained within the precision ηreq de-
pends on the complexity of the problem. As a second precision threshold, a
critical precision ηcrit, which should be larger than ηreq, can be set via the
subroutine
subroutine SetCritAcc cll(acc)
double precision acc .
The argument acc is again of type double precision. The critical precision
does not influence the actual calculation, it is a mere book-keeping device: If
within the sequence of computed integrals for a certain phase-space point the
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estimated uncertainty for at least one integral fails to reach ηcrit, an accuracy
flag is raised to indicate a warning. The user can consult this flag at any time
and thus dynamically decide how to proceed (e.g. if he wants to discard the
respective phase-space point, recalculate it with a different branch/different
settings, etc.). Moreover, critical integrals can be monitored. If this option is
selected, their arguments and results are automatically written to an output
file. More information on the accuracy flag and the monitoring of critical
integrals is given in Section 5.6. The critical precision is initialized as ηcrit =
10−1; its value can be obtained by
subroutine GetCritAcc cll(acc)
double precision acc .
Finally, a third precision parameter ηcheck, which should be chosen larger
than ηreq, governs the comparison between the results obtained from COLI
and DD. The default value of this variable is ηcheck = 10
−4; and it can be
modified and read calling
subroutine SetCheckAcc cll(acc) ,
subroutine GetCheckAcc cll(acc)
double precision acc .
For mode=3, integral calls yielding results with a relative deviation between
COLI and DD of more than ηcheck are logged in the file CheckOut.cll. In
mode=1 and mode=2 the parameter ηcheck is irrelevant.
Instead of invoking the described subroutines to set individually the pre-
cision thresholds ηreq, ηcrit, and ηcheck, the subroutine
subroutine SetAccuracy cll(acc0,acc1,acc2)
double precision acc0,acc1,acc2
can be used to set all of them at the same time. The double precision
arguments acc0, acc1, and acc2 represent in this order ηreq, ηcrit, and ηcheck.
A further technical parameter is given by the maximal rank P̂max up to
which tensors are calculated in iterative methods and which thus defines a
cut-off order for the expansion methods. To set P̂max, the subroutine
subroutine SetRitmax cll(ritmax)
integer ritmax
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can be invoked with the argument ritmax bigger or equal to 7. In turn, the
parameter ritmax can be retrieved with the help of
subroutine GetRitmax cll(ritmax) .
The parameter P̂max ≥ 7 acts as maximal rank for 4-point integrals in the
expansion methods, the maximal rank for 3- and 2-point integrals is then
internally set to P̂max+2 and P̂max+4, respectively. The value of P̂max thus
affects the precision and computing time of N -point integrals with N ≤ 4
(from external and internal calls), and the library has been optimized in
particular for the default setting P̂max = 14. Note further that in order to
facilitate the calculation of all tensor integrals TN,P up to N = Nmax and
P = Pmax (with Nmax, Pmax as specified in the initialization call of Init cll),
P̂max cannot be chosen smaller than Pmax + 4−Nmax.
As explained in Section 3, for N ≥ 6, reduction methods are implemented
in terms of the coefficients TNi1...iP as well as in terms the tensor components
TN,µ1...µP . A general calculation of a tensor integral TN,µ1...µP with N ≥ 6
thus proceeds in three steps: First, for 5 ≤ N¯ = Ntenred − 1 ≤ N the coef-
ficients T N¯i1...iP
N¯
are calculated recursively starting from 2-point coefficients.
Then the tensors T N¯ ,µ1...µPN¯ are built from the coefficients T N¯i1...iP
N¯
. Finally,
the tensor TN,µ1...µPN is calculated recursively from the tensors T N¯,µ1...µPN¯
(see Figure 1 for an illustration). The threshold Ntenred from which on tensor
reduction is used can be set and retrieved with the subroutines
subroutine SetTenRed cll(Ntenred) ,
subroutine GetTenRed cll(Ntenred)
integer Ntenred ,
where the argument Ntenred represents the parameter Ntenred. The subrou-
tine
subroutine SwitchOnTenRed cll,
being equivalent to SetTenRed cll(Ntenred) with Ntenred=6, opts for the
maximal level of tensor reduction, while the subroutine
subroutine SwitchOffTenRed cll
switches it off completely. The default setting corresponds to maximal tensor
reduction Ntenred = 6, which is favoured compared to other choices regarding
run time.
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5.5. Using the cache system
Collier disposes of a cache system which is used to avoid repeated
calculations of identical tensor integrals and thus serves to speed up compu-
tations. It can operate in a local or in a global mode: In the local mode,
integrals are only stored during the processing of a single subroutine call
from Section 5.3. The cache detects identical integrals that are reached sev-
eral times in the course of the reduction algorithm via different paths of the
reduction tree and avoids their recalculation. In the global mode, in addition
also identical integrals belonging to different user calls of subroutines from
Section 5.3 are linked. Whereas the local mode of the cache is always at
work, the global mode has to be activated explicitly. To this end, a number
ncache of separate caches can be created to store the results of the calculated
coefficients or tensors. This is done calling
subroutine InitCacheSystem cll(ncache,Nmax)
integer ncache,Nmax ,
where the parameters ncache and Nmax represent the total number ncache of
caches and the maximal N = Nmaxcache up to which N -point integrals are cached,
respectively. In order to run the cache in the global mode, it is compulsory
that for each phase-space point the sequence of integral calls assigned to a
certain cache cacheNr is preceded by a call of InitEvent(cacheNr). We
further stress that these integral calls must be realized for each phase-space
point in the same order, and global parameters (like µ2UV, the mode of Col-
lier, etc.) must not be reset within a phase-space point, because integrals
are identified by their position in the sequence of user calls. Note that there is
no hard limit concerning the size of the caches cacheNr and that the required
memory is determined and allocated dynamically during the first phase-space
points. Depending on the application in question, running the cache in the
global mode can lead to a high use of memory resources.4
Instead of fixing the total number of caches ncache right from the begin-
ning, it is also possible to subsequently add caches to the cache system by
calling the subroutine
4While a single cache is in principle sufficient, different caches are needed if different
subprocesses of a particle reaction are calculated simultaneously, but not always in exactly
the same order.
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subroutine AddNewCache cll(cache no,Nmax)
integer cache no,Nmax .
The new cache is initialized to store N -point integrals up to the value
Nmax received as input, while the number assigned to it is returned
as output argument cache no. A call of AddNewCache cll without a
previous initialization of the cache system is equivalent to the call of
InitCacheSystem cll(ncache,Nmax) with argument ncache= 1.
The threshold Ncache ≤ N
max
cache up to which integrals are cached can be
adjusted individually for each cache. For this purpose the subroutine
subroutine SetCacheLevel cll(cache no,Nmax)
integer cache no,Nmax
is provided. Note that the level Nmaxcache of a cache cache no can only be
changed before the first phase-space point for the respective cache is evaluated
(i.e. before InitEvent cll is evaluated for the first time with the argument
cache no). Later calls of SetCacheLevel cll with argument cache no are
ignored.
With help of the subroutine
subroutine SwitchOffCacheSystem cll
the global cache system can be switched off temporarily. This option can for
instance be useful if an exceptional situation makes it necessary to depart
from the fixed sequence of integrals by inserting additional integral calls. The
subroutine
subroutine SwitchOnCacheSystem cll
switches the global cache on again, which will take up its work at the point
it was interrupted.
It is also possible to switch off only one particular cache calling
subroutine SwitchOffCache cll(cache no)
integer cache no .
In this case, when switched on again via the subroutine
subroutine SwitchOnCache cll(cache no)
integer cache no ,
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the cache either continues at the point where it was paused, or, if in the mean-
time the subroutine InitEvent has been employed, with the first integral of
the list of cache cache no.
5.6. Error treatment and output files
Internal errors as well as possible failures in precision are handled by
Collier in a twofold way: On the one hand, corresponding global flags for
errors and accuracy are set and can be read out by the user, permitting to
take measures on the flight. On the other hand, corresponding error messages
and problematic integral calls are recorded in output files.
The error flag σerr is obtained calling
subroutine GetErrFlag cll(errflag)
integer errflag .
It is represented by the integer errflag assuming values in the range from
σerr = 0 in the case of faultless processing to σerr = −10 reserved for the most
fatal errors. The flag σerr keeps its current value until it is overwritten by
a more negative one implying that an error has occurred that is considered
worse than all errors encountered so far. In this way, σerr indicates the
severest error that has appeared since its initialization. It is automatically
reinitialized to σerr = 0 with the call of InitEvent cll for a new phase-space
point, and can in addition be reset at any time invoking
subroutine InitErrFlag cll .
If σerr falls below a certain threshold σstop, execution of the program is
stopped automatically. The default value σstop = −8 is chosen, so that
errors that could be related to the particular characteristics of an individual
phase-space point do not lead to a stop, whereas systematic errors expected
to be common to all phase-space points trigger the termination of the pro-
gram. It is possible to select a different value for σstop or to retrieve its value,
committing the corresponding integer argument stopflag to the subrou-
tines
subroutine SetErrStop cll(stopflag) ,
subroutine GetErrStop cll(stopflag)
integer stopflag .
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A stop of the program can be suppressed completely upon calling
subroutine SwitchOffErrStop cll() .
The accuracy flag σacc works in a very similar manner. It serves as an
indicator reflecting the precision of the results and is retrieved as integer
argument accflag via the subroutine
subroutine GetAccFlag cll(accflag)
integer accflag .
Initialized with σacc = 0, it is changed to σacc = −1 as soon as an integral
calculation does not reach the target precision ηreq, and to σacc = −2 if
it does not fulfil the critical precision ηcrit (see Section 5.4.2 for details on
these parameters). As in the case of the error flag, σacc is only overwritten
by a more negative value and thus signals the accuracy of the most critical
integral calculation since its initialization. A reinitialization to σacc = 0 is
automatically performed with the call of InitEvent cll for a new phase-
space point, and can in addition be achieved with the help of the subroutine
subroutine InitAccFlag cll .
With the initialization of Collier, the user chooses how messages on
errors and accuracy as well as additional information should be returned. By
default, Collier stores this information in separate files which are deposited
in the directory output cll created within the working directory during
initialization. As described in Section 5.2, the user can define a different
path or name for the output folder by adding a corresponding string as a
second optional argument to the subroutine Init cll, or he can suppress
the creation of file output by choosing the empty string as folder name. This
predefined setting can be modified later, switching off or on the file output
via the subroutines
subroutine SwitchOffFileOutput cll ,
subroutine SwitchOnFileOutput cll ,
or creating a new output directory employing the subroutine
subroutine SetOutputFolder cll(fname)
character(len=*) fname .
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The path of the output folder is represented by the string fname, and it can
be read out calling
subroutine GetOutputFolder cll(fname)
character(len=*) fname .
Error messages are directed to the files ErrOut.coli, ErrOut.dd, and
ErrOut.cll depending on whether the source of error is located in the COLI
library, the DD library, or the global interface (or the module tensors), re-
spectively. During the initialization of Collier these files are created within
the above-mentioned output folder, and a free output channel (with number
> 100) is automatically assigned to each of them. Output channels can also
be attributed manually by the user calling the corresponding subroutines
subroutine SetnerroutCOLI cll(outchan) ,
subroutine SetnerroutDD cll(outchan) ,
subroutine Setnerrout cll(outchan)
integer outchan
with the channel number outchan as integer argument. Most notably, this
possibility permits to redirect the error output to the standard channel by
choosing outchan=6. Note that, if the file output is switched off via the
subroutine SwitchOffFileOutput cll, the standard channel is not closed
and, moreover, Collier output directed to it (whether it be the terminal
or a dedicated standard output file) continues to be delivered. The output
channels currently selected can be retrieved by the subroutines
subroutine GetnerroutCOLI cll(outchan) ,
subroutine GetnerroutDD cll(outchan) ,
subroutine Getnerrout cll(outchan)
integer outchan .
The number of displayed error messages is limited to nmaxerr = 100 by default
in order to protect the error files from growing in size without control. This
predefined limit can be modified individually for the three types of errors
with help of the subroutines
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subroutine SetMaxErrOutCOLI cll(nout) ,
subroutine SetMaxErrOutDD cll(nout) ,
subroutine SetMaxErrOut cll(nout)
integer nout
specifying a corresponding integer number nout. By default the error lim-
its as well as the respective counters are reset in case of a reinitialization
of Collier, but this reset is suppressed if noreset=.true. is passed as
additional argument to Init cll. The counters can be reinitialized by hand
calling
subroutine InitErrCntCOLI cll ,
subroutine InitErrCntDD cll ,
subroutine InitErrCnt cll .
The error output can be dis- and enabled by calling
subroutine SetErrOutLev cll(outlev)
integer outlev
with integer argument outlev=0 and outlev=1, respectively. In case Col-
lier is initialized with an empty string as output-folder name, error output
is disabled by default, while in all other cases it is switched on.
Additional information and status messages not related to errors are
recorded in the log-file InfOut.cll, created as well during the initializa-
tion of Collier in the designated output folder. Also in this case a free
output channel (with number > 100) is automatically generated, and can be
adapted by the user passing the corresponding integer number outchan to
the subroutine
subroutine Setninfout cll(outchan)
integer outchan .
Again, this allows for a redirection of the output to the standard channel
outchan=6. To retrieve the current output channel, the subroutine
subroutine Getninfout cll(outchan)
integer outchan
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can be called. By default the output is limited to nmaxinf = 1000 messages, but
the user can modify this predefined limit employing
subroutine SetMaxInfOut cll(nout)
integer nout .
By default nmaxinf as well as the respective counter are reset in case of
a reinitialization of Collier, unless this reset is suppressed by passing
noreset=.true. as additional argument to Init cll. To which extent in-
formative output is provided, can be regulated by a call of the subroutine
subroutine SetInfOutLev cll(outlev)
integer outlev
with a suitable integer argument outlev=0, 1, 2. Initialization of Collier
with an empty string as folder name, implies a presetting of outlev=0 (dis-
abled output), while in all other cases the presetting outlev=2 (maximum
output) is selected. In the latter case, any change of an internal parameter
is recorded in the output file which can lead to excessive output for instance
if some parameters (such as the UV scale µ2UV) are modified repeatedly (e.g.
for each phase-space point). Hence, in addition an intermediate output level
outlev=1 is offered, tracing only more special activities which are considered
to occur less frequently.
As soon as the mode in which Collier operates is switched for the first
time to mode=3, the file CheckOut.cll is created in the common output
folder. The channel automatically assigned to the output file can be changed
to a different number, and the current channel number can be retrieved,
calling the subroutines
subroutine Setncheckout cll(outchan) ,
subroutine Getncheckout cll(outchan)
integer outchan ,
respectively. In mode=3, integrals are calculated both with the COLI and
the DD branch of the library, and the file CheckOut.cll collects input and
results for those integrals with a relative discrepancy of more than ηcheck
(see Section 5.4.2 for more details on the parameter ηcheck). Also derivatives
of 2-point functions are compared between COLI and DD and reported in
case of relative deviations above ηcheck. Output is limited to the first n
N,max
check
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problematic N -point integrals and the first nB
′,max
check derivatives. The limit
nN,maxcheck can be individually chosen for each N via the subroutine
subroutine SetMaxCheck cll(npoints,N)
integer npoints,N ,
where the inputs npoints and N represent nN,maxcheck and N , respectively. The
limit nB
′,max
check for the derivatives of 2-point functions can be chosen in an
analogous manner employing the subroutine
subroutine SetMaxCheckDB cll(npoints)
integer npoints .
It is also possible to set all n1,maxcheck , . . . , n
Nmax,max
check with a single subroutine call,
transmitting the integer array {n1,maxcheck , . . . , n
Nmax,max
check } as a single argument
npointarray to
subroutine SetMaxCheck cll(npointarray)
integer npointarray (Nmax) .
Note that the value Nmax is fixed from the call of Init cll of the last
(re-)initialization of Collier (see Section 5.2). Initial values are n1,maxcheck =
. . . = nNmax,maxcheck = n
B′,max
check = 50, and the call of Init cll leads to a reinitial-
ization of the limits and the respective counters unless the optional argument
noreset is present and .true.. We further remark that the counters for the
output messages in Checkout.cll can also be reset to zero by hand calling
subroutine InitCheckCnt cll
for the N -point integrals, and
subroutine InitCheckCntDB cll
for the 2-point derivatives.
Finally, the user can request additional information about integrals
for which the estimated precision does not reach the threshold ηcrit (see
Section 5.4.2 for more details on the parameter ηcrit). This feature has to
be launched explicitly via
call InitMonitoring cll .
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After activation, input and results for integrals that fall short in precision
are recorded to the file CritPointsOut.cll. As for the other files, a free
output channel is automatically attributed. The channel number can be set
by hand and read out with the help of the subroutines
subroutine Setncritpointsout cll(outchan) ,
subroutine Getncritpointsout cll(outchan)
integer outchan .
Output is limited to the first nN,maxcrit = 50 problematic N -point integrals
and the first nB
′,max
crit = 50 derivatives. The limits n
N,max
crit and n
B′,max
crit can be
changed making use of the subroutines
subroutine SetMaxCritPoints cll(npoints,N) ,
subroutine SetMaxCritPoints cll(npointarray) ,
subroutine SetMaxCritPointsDB cll(npoints)
integer npoints,N
integer npointarray(Nmax) ,
which work in a completely analogous manner as the subroutines
SetMaxCheck cll and SetMaxCheckDB cll described above. Initialization
or reinitialization of Collier does not change nN,maxcrit , n
B′,max
crit and the re-
spective counters. However, a call of InitMonitoring cll resets n1,maxcrit =
. . . = nNmax,maxcrit = n
B′,max
crit = 50, and the respective counters to zero. A reset
of only the counters can be enforced by hand calling
subroutine InitPointsCnt cll .
5.7. Sample programs
With the commands
"make demo"
"make democache"
in the directory COLLIER-v/build two sample programs can be installed that
can be run executing
"./demo"
"./democache"
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in the folder COLLIER-v/demos.
The program demo is dedicated to the calculation of single tensor integrals.
During the run, the user is asked to specify the mode and to choose among
various examples X of N -point integrals the one he likes to compute. The
result of the calculation is written to a file demo Npoint exampleX.dat,
which directs the user to the passage within demo.f90 where the source code
for the respective integral call can be found. In many cases, various calls of
the same integral are shown featuring the different options for communicating
the arguments to the subroutine. The variables used in the examples are
defined at the beginning of the file demo.f90, followed by a short sequence
of code common to all examples where Collier is initialized. It contains
various commented lines which can be activated removing the exclamation
mark in front and which demonstrate how global parameters of Collier can
be modified.
The program democache exemplifies the usage of the cache. For a set
of 1000 phase-space points a series of 8 tensor integral computations is per-
formed several times. The toy Monte Carlo is carried out subsequently in
four different subsets: first using the COLI branch, with and without cache,
then using the DD branch, with and without cache. The source code is located
in the file democache.f90.
6. Conclusions
The fortran-based library Collier numerically evaluates one-loop scalar
and tensor integrals in perturbative relativistic quantum field theories for
scattering processes with no a-priori restriction on the particle multiplicities.
The particular strengths of Collier comprise the use of dedicated tech-
niques to automatically optimize numerical stability in delicate phase-space
regions, the support of complex internal masses for unstable particles, and
the optional use of dimensional or mass regularization to treat infrared di-
vergences. Moreover, Collier allows for powerful checks on the correctness
and numerical stability of the results, since it is a merger of two independent
integral libraries, COLI and DD.
Collier can be used both within traditional Feynman-diagrammatic and
modern unitarity-based calculations, delivering all relevant scalar and tensor
one-loop integrals on demand. The library already represents an essential
building block in the automated one-loop amplitude generators OpenLoops
and Recola and is now ready to be employed by other generators as well.
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Appendix A. Sets of momentum invariants PN for N = 1, . . . , 7
The N -point tensor integrals depend on the complete set of momentum
invariants PN that can be formed from the momenta pi entering the propa-
gator denominators in (2). Our convention for the order of elements within
the sets PN is given in (12) and (13). For convenience, we list here explicitly
the PN for N = 2, . . . , 7:
P2 =
{
p21
}
,
P3 =
{
p21, (p2 − p1)
2, p22
}
,
P4 =
{
p21, (p2 − p1)
2, (p3 − p2)
2, p23, p
2
2, (p3 − p1)
2
}
,
P5 =
{
p21, (p2 − p1)
2, (p3 − p2)
2, (p4 − p3)
2, p24,
p22, (p3 − p1)
2, (p4 − p2)
2, p23, (p1 − p4)
2
}
,
P6 =
{
p21, (p2 − p1)
2, (p3 − p2)
2, (p4 − p3)
2, (p5 − p4)
2, p25,
p22, (p3 − p1)
2, (p4 − p2)
2, (p5 − p3)
2, p24, (p1 − p5)
2,
p23, (p4 − p1)
2, (p5 − p2)
2
}
,
P7 =
{
p21, (p2 − p1)
2, (p3 − p2)
2, (p4 − p3)
2, (p5 − p4)
2, (p6 − p5)
2, p26,
p22, (p3 − p1)
2, (p4 − p2)
2, (p5 − p3)
2, (p6 − p4)
2, p25, (p1 − p6)
2,
p23, (p4 − p1)
2, (p5 − p2)
2, (p6 − p3)
2, p24, (p1 − p5)
2, (p2 − p6)
2
}
.(A.1)
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